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dakar
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Yamaha Factory Racing rider Olivier Pain ensured
Yamaha got off to a good start in 2014, taking the first
podium finish of the year. Pain battled his teammate
Cyril Despres in the last few hundred kilometres,
eventually emerging ahead to take third in the world’s
toughest off-road race on his Yamaha YZ450F Rally.
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Race night
under the
floodlights
The 2014 MotoGP season started with a bang in
Qatar last month. Just like last year, Valentino Rossi
enjoyed a heated battle to finish on the podium
in second place whilst teammate Jorge Lorenzo was
less fortunate, taking an early exit from the race.
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texas two-step

Monster Yamaha Tech3 Team riders Bradley Smith and Pol Espargaro achieved
their best ever results in the premier class in Texas at the Grand Prix of The
Americas. Smith finished in 5th position after narrowly missing out on a debut
podium and rookie Espargaro crossed the line in 6th to claim his first points.
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2014
MXGP
season
lifts off

THE SEASON HAS STARTED with a bang
with MXGP rider Jeremy van Horebeek finishing
on the podium at four of the five GPs this year.
JVH has proved to be one of the stand-out talents
so far on his all new YZ450FM.
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Movistar
Yamaha
Is Born
Jorge Lorenzo and Valentino Rossi opened
the Qatar race weekend a few days early
by unveiling their 2014 YZR-M1s in their
new livery. Yamaha embarked on an historic
partnership with Movistar for a five-year title
sponsorship venture, creating the Movistar
Yamaha MotoGP Team!
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Yamaha
Scores at
Daytona
Monster Energy Graves Yamaha scored a double win at the 2014 AMA Superbike
Championship kick off at the Daytona International Speedway on the 14th and
15th of March. Josh Hayes was the first Yamaha rider to take victory in the first
race on the Friday. For a while it looked like the motorsports veteran was going
to repeat his performance in Saturday’s race, but a mechanical issue stopped him
from finishing the second race. Rookie-rider Cameron Beaubier stepped up to
the plate, securing a second victory for Yamaha, improving on the third place he
scored in the Friday race and becoming the 2014 early championship leader.
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The Texas Tornado Signs Off
At the grand old age of 40, MotoGP veteran Colin Edwards has announced
retirement at the end of this season. One of the biggest characters in motorcycle
racing, Edwards moved from the US to join the world championships in 1995
with Yamaha. A previous partner to Valentino Rossi in the Yamaha Factory Team,
Edwards also rode for Tech3 on the satellite Yamaha M1 before moving to NGM
Forward in 2012. The Texas Tornado’s relationship began with Yamaha 28 yrs
ago as a teenager in the US motocross scene, before moving to road racing in the
national then World Superbike series.
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Dashing
through
the snow
The Yamaha USA HillClimb team had a successful weekend
at the Jackson World Championship held on the 23rd of March.
Snowmobile racer Gavin Balls impressed everyone when
he rode his Yamaha SRViper M-TX smoothly to the top of
the Snow King Mountain in Wyoming, USA, winning
the Improved Stock 700 class Championship.
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JVH Keeps the
Trophies Coming
Yamaha Factory Racing’s Jeremy Van Horebeek ran to
second overall for the Grand Prix of Trentino, the third podium
visit of the season for the Belgian from four rounds.
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The 2014 World Endurance Championship is fast
approaching and Yamaha is ready to fight for victory
with the YZF-R1. The season opens with the Bol d’Or on
26th and 27th April in Magny Cours, France. Follow the
Yamaha Michelin GMT 94 Team and the Monster Energy
Austria Racing Team as they commit to 24hrs of racing
in the hunt for the top of the podium.

Chasing
Gold
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What are your goals for
the 2014 season?
Obviously fighting for the win of the Red
Bull X-Fighter Wold Tour again is a goal
of mine. It is a great thing to win this
championship, but my main goal is to invent
new tricks and to try to bring innovation to
the sport.

In your opinion, which
essential skills does an
X Fighter Champion need?

X-FIGHTER

It’s hard to say. Generally speaking, the
judges tell you what to do. As a rider
you have to stick to rules, else you can’t win
the competition. What I do is pushing the
sport by taking risks and innovative riding.
You can’t do it by aiming for perfect runs or
safe tricks. It’s true, sometimes safe tricks
get rewarded just as much as dangerous
tricks. It depends on what the judges want,
but for me taking risks is better.

2013 X-Fighter world champion
Thomas Pagès is pushing the limits
with his Yamaha YZ250 two stroke
in the hunt for a second title
Photography: Red Bull Content Pool
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How is Yamaha supporting you in your quest
to defend your title in the 2014 season?
In 2010 Yamaha Motor France helped me a lot. I was not riding
well and I was down. Yamaha supported me and helped me
believe in myself. It was a huge help with both bike and the
projects we have together. For example when I was in Mexico
they sent me a mechanic because the bike was not working well
because of the high altitude. What’s also important, Yamaha is
the best bike to ride freestyle. The YZ250 is the only two-stroke
in the industry. For me there is no way to switch bikes and go to
a four-stroke.

Why is the YZ250 so good for this sport?
I have always been riding a 250, it feels natural for me to ride
them. The Yamaha YZ250 is light while the 450 is a heavier bike.
I believe that heavier bikes are not the best in freestyle. This
sport is inspired by BMX and the bicycles that they use are light.
That’s why I think lighter bikes are better.

What is the process that goes into developing
a new trick?
It depends on the trick. If you are trying to come up with a
different combo you have to change your movement. It’s totally
different if you want to create a new trick. Not only do you have
to change your movement, but you also have to add imagination.
Using a foam pitch, I usually start the process by training on my
BMX bicycle, then on my 85cc, then my 125cc, and finally
my 250 bike. I use different bikes, going from light to heavy.

Read the full interview »
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2014 Red Bull
X-Fighter
World Tour
Round 1 – 14/03/2014
Mexico City - Mexico
Round 2 - 25/05/14
Osaka - Japan
Round 3 - 27/06/2014
Madrid - Spain
Round 4 - 19/07/14
Munich - Germany
Round 5 - 23/08/2014
Pretoria - South Africa
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New Kid
on the
Block

Pol Espargaró joins the Yamaha family

2013 Moto2 World Champion Pol Espargaró steps up to the big league this season
alongside young British rider Bradley Smith in the Monster Yamaha Tech3 Team.
Espargaró was quick to show good form in pre-season testing on his YZR-M1 and
showed the promise of being a contender at the first round in Qatar.

Read Pol’s full profile »
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JVH is
on a
rolL

Yamaha Factory Racing rider Jeremy van Horebeek
continues his podium streak at the fifth round held at
Sevlievo, Bulgaria. Despite tough track conditions, the
Belgian rider rode his YZ450FM smoothly and ultimately
finished the weekend with his fourth podium place of the
season. Van Horebeek is now joint second with Clement
Desalle in the premier class MXGP standings, only 28
points behind the championship leader.
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Bring on
the BSB
Milwaukee Yamaha rider Josh Brookes impressed with his
pace at the first stage of the season. He started the second
race of the British Superbike Championship at Brands Hatch
from tenth position. The Australian plowed his way through
the field to finish just 0.138s behind the race-winner.
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Double the
Dark Side
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Yamaha launched the brand new MT-07 earlier this year
with an incredibly positive response from the motorcycling
media. It’s one thing when the journalists say a bike is fun,
but you can’t beat giving a bike to two crazy young MotoGP
riders for a proper work out! The Espargaró brothers
Aleix and Pol rose up their darkness and gave the MT07
a proper test ride, check it out here.
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New
Adventures
Legendary Dakar rider Cyril Despres
teamed up with Yamaha Factory Racing
last year to challenge for the 2014
Dakar title. Despite two stage wins and
some impressive results for his first
time on the YZ450F rally, victory was
not to be and the five-time winner was
unable to equal the record of six Dakar
victories taken by Yamaha icon Stéphane
Peterhansel.
For 2015 five-time winner Despres
has chosen to explore a new path,
following in Peterhansel’s footsteps and
taking up the Dakar challenge on fourwheels. Yamaha wishes him well on his
adventure and is delighted that he will
continue to be an ambassador for offroad racing.
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Ready to rock
Yamaha are not just actively exploring four-strokes in motocross, they are
also devoted to their two-strokes models as well. Upcoming EMX racingtalents David Herbreteau, Cyril Genot, and Alvin Östlund had the opportunity
to test their YZ125 race bikes and the latest Yamaha Rinaldi Research and
Development (YRRD) customer kit racing material during a group test session
held close to the team’s workshop. The riders were able to give the kit a full
work out before the first race weekend kicked off at Arco di Trento in Italy.
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2014 MotoGP
World Championship
Calendar
Round 1 - 23/03/2014
MotoGP Qatar - Losail Circuit

Round 12 - 31/08/2014
MotoGP Great Britain – Silverstone

Round 2 - 13/04/2014
MotoGP GP of The Americas - CotA Texas

Round 13 - 14/09/2014
MotoGP San Marino – Misano

Round 3 - 27/04/2014
MotoGP Argentina - Termas de Rio Hondo

Round 14 - 28/09/2014
MotoGP Spain – Aragon

Round 4 - 04/05/2014
MotoGP Spain - Jerez

Round 15 - 12/10/2014
MotoGP Japan – Motegi

Round 5 - 18/05/2014
MotoGP France - Le Mans

Round 16 - 19/10/2014
MotoGP Australia - Phillip Island

Round 6 - 01/06/2014
MotoGP Italy – Mugello

Round 17 - 26/10/2014
MotoGP Malaysia – Sepang

Round 7 - 15/06/2014
MotoGP Spain - Circuit de Catalunya

Round 18 - 09/11/2014
MotoGP Spain - Valencia

Round 8 - 28/06/2014
MotoGP Netherlands – Assen
Round 9 - 13/07/2014
MotoGP Germany - Sachsenring
Round 10 - 10/08/2014
MotoGP United States – Indianapolis
Round 11 - 17/08/2014
MotoGP Czech Republic – Brno
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2014 MXGP
World Championship
Calendar
Round 1 - 01/03/2014
GP of Qatar - Losail

Round 12 - 06/07/2014
GP of Sweden - Uddevalla

Round 2 - 09/03/2014
GP of Thailand - Si Racha
￼
Round 3 - 30/03/2014
GP of Brazil - Beto Carrero

Round 13 - 13/07/2014
GP of Finland - Hyvinkää

Round 4 - 13/04/2014
GP of Trentino - Arco di Trento

Round 15 - 03/08/2014
GP of Belgium - TBA

Round 5 - 20/04/2014
GP of Bulgaria - Sevlievo

Round 16 - 17/08/2014
TBA

Round 6 - 04/05/2014
GP of Netherlands - Valkenswaard

Round 17 - 07/09/2014
GP of Brazil - Goiania

Round 7 - 11/05/2014
GP of Spain – Talavera de la Reina

Round 18 - 14/09/2014
GP of Mexico - Leon

Round 8 - 25/05/2014
GP of Great Britain - Matterley Basin,
Winchester

28/09/2014
Monster Energy FIM Motocross
of Nations - Latvia, Kegums

Round 14 - 27/07/2014
GP of Czech Republic

Round 9 - 01/06/2014
GP of France - Saint Jean d’Angely
Round 10 - 15/06/2014
GP of Italy - Maggiora
Round 11 - 22/06/2014
GP of Germany - Teutschenthal
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New YZF-R125
Feed your hunger
Satisfy your hunger for asphalt with the youngest of the R-Series.
From the Yamaha Race DNA, arrives the first 11kw race bike to enjoy every straight and every fast bend
with true adrenaline. For 2014 this innovative Supersport model has been completely updated.
Starting from the new radial front caliper and floating front disc for more immediate braking power,
the all new digital dashboard and a redesigned front fairing in R-Series style, this new race bike
is all you really need to taste the burning asphalt.
New Yamaha YZF-R125. Enjoy your meal.
www.yamaha-motor.eu
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